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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
AN OPTIMAL RESPONSE TO CLIMATE CHANGE,
OR INDEED ANY OPTIMAL DECISION-MAKING
IN ENERGY INVESTMENTS, CALLS ON US
TO DEPLOY GENERATION TECHNOLOGIES
ACCORDING TO THEIR RESPECTIVE
ADVANTAGES.

In recent years, considerable effort and
attention has gone into exploring the role of
renewable electricity generation sources in
Australia.

under certain circumstances1. All of these
studies have been subject to extensive,
detailed and repeated critique that has
raised significant concerns regarding critical
assumptions and analysis2, however to date
there has been no or limited response to
these criticisms3 beyond dispute between
proponents of the renewables-only
pathway4.

In 2010, the organisation Beyond Zero
Emissions (BZE) outlined a vision for
transitioning Australia to one hundred
percent renewable energy in just 10
years. The report proposed a massive,
interconnected network of wind and solar
developments across Australia.

The concept of one hundred percent
renewables will now be subject to detailed
consideration by the Australian Energy
Market Operator (AEMO)5, including

Other Australian studies have explored
the ability of renewable technologies,
principally wind and solar tower
technologies (along with biomass and
geothermal) to provide competitive
electricity generation solutions, nationwide,

1
2
3
4
5

Diesendorf, Elliston and MacGill 2001
Diesendorf, 2010; Diesendorf 2011; Lang 2012; Nicholson
and Lang 2010; Trainer 2012; Trainer 2012
Diesendorf 2012
Wright 2011
Department of Climate Change and Energy Efficiency
2012, 100% Renewable Study Scope
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generation plant and major transmission
networks, estimated capital cost
requirements and an indicative estimate
of the impact on customer energy prices.
This should provide valuable insights into the
possibilities and challenges of this pathway.

than essential outcomes (dependable,
zero-carbon8 electricity). In this report we
begin to address that gap by assessing the
inclusion of nuclear power plants in the lowemission electricity generation mix.
Nuclear and renewable electricity
generation technologies are very different
ways of producing energy, with a diverse
range of characteristics including different
upfront costs, capacity factors, availability,
dispatchability and average electricity
generation costs. An optimal response to
climate change, or indeed any optimal
decision making in energy investments, calls
on us to deploy generation technologies
according to their respective advantages.
Yet no study in Australia to date has
attempted a technology-neutral assessment
of the most economic and feasible means
to achieve deep and rapid decarbonisation
of our electricity supply.

In 2012, BZE released another report,
Repowering Port Augusta (RPA), which
proposed a specific technology solution
for the replacement of two small coal-fired
power stations. The report set the challenge
of replacing the Northern and Playford coalfired power stations based on the 2008/09
generation level of 4,650 gigawatt hours
(GWh)6 of baseload electricity generation.
The proposed technology solution of that
report is7 :
>> 760 MWe of peak solar thermal
generation providing 2,810 GWh per
year of electricity
>> A further 700 MWe of peak wind
generation providing 1,840 GWh per
year of electricity

This report has applied a multi-criteria
analysis of the performance of different
technology solutions against the specific
task of reliably replacing the electricity
provided by the Northern and Playford coalfired power stations.

All of these reports are commendably bold.
However in each case they demonstrate
the same core limitation: a singular focus on
preferred technologies (renewable) rather

8
6

7

It is noted that AEMO (SASDO 2011 report p. 64) reported
that Northern and Playford in 08/09 produced 4,908GWh
(09/10 4,553GWh; 10/11 4,523GWh)
BZE 2012

For the sake of shorthand, “zero carbon” refers to
generation solutions that produce less than 100g CO2-e
per kWh across the full lifecycle. Both nuclear power and
the renewable technologies under consideration fall
within that bracket
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For the nuclear technology option, we
assumed the deployment of a single
Enhanced CANDU 6 (EC6) generation
III reactor, with 690 MWe net generation
capacity9. This reactor was selected
principally because it is a near perfect
capacity match for the replacement task
at hand. It is also at the very forefront of fully
commercialised nuclear reactor technology
and brings the advantage of operating on
natural uranium10 which is in plentiful supply
in Australia. With on-power re-fuelling and
strong load-following capability, it is an
excellent match for the South Australian
network.

renewables into either South Australia or
Australia, nor to address every technical
challenge for the deployment of these
types of generation technology. That is a
separate piece of work, although one that
is arguably required. This report provides
a straight comparison between how
nuclear power and the renewable energy
technologies might perform in the specific
task of replacing South Australia’s Northern
and Playford coal-fired power stations,
and in so doing seeking both an optimal
economic and environmental outcome.
Further, the consideration of such a specific
task provides a valuable way of helping
Australians envisage the differences in
the energy options available to them. It is
hoped that the findings of this report will
be highly instructive regarding the role that
nuclear power might sensibly play, alongside
renewables, in shifting Australia to near-zerocarbon electricity generation as quickly and
as comprehensively as possible.

The outcomes of this analysis highlight
very divergent social and environmental
outcomes that may result from the
application of such different solutions to
the same electricity generation task. We
demonstrate that the inclusion of nuclear
power for base-load electricity generation
provides opportunities for much greater
reductions in greenhouse gas emissions,
competitively priced and reliable electricity
as well as other significant social and
environmental benefits for Australia.

FINDINGS
Cost, electricity production and
greenhouse emission reduction
A common misconception about nuclear
power plants is that their large upfront
costs and long approval and construction
processes (often extended in order to meet
stringent safety requirements) make them

This report is not attempting to lay out
the optimised mix of nuclear power and
9
10

Candu Energy is a wholly-owned subsidiary of SNC-Lavalin
Inc
IAEA undated
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more expensive than renewable energy
sources. However, economic analysis
repeatedly demonstrates that, despite
having the best safety outcomes and lowest
environmental impact of any large-scale
electricity source, nuclear power plants still
produce competitive base-load zero-carbon
electricity even after insurance, waste
management and decommissioning costs
are taken into account. This comparison
comes into sharper focus when you consider
that large-scale renewable energy solutions
require additional expenditure on storage
and backup solutions in order to ensure
around-the-clock stable electricity supply.

would be able to provide up to 5,400GWh
(90% capacity) of electricity per annum
(nearly 1,000 GWh more than the solar and
wind option). It would thereby be capable
of reducing coal power plant emissions by
around 5.36 MtCO2-e per annum at 85%
capacity (compared to 5 MtCO2-e for
the renewable solution) if deployed to its
fullest capacity displacing coal. Despite
the large upfront costs of nuclear power
plants, levelised cost of electricity (LCOE)
comparison of nuclear power over its
life demonstrates it is still a competitive
option ($101-$138/MWh) for zero-carbon
base-load electricity. This is far superior
to the $250-$300/MWh cost anticipated
for solar thermal, and comparable to the
$90-$110/MWh cost anticipated for wind.
Unlike the wind option, nuclear electricity
is dispatchable on demand, and unlike
the solar thermal option, it is unaffected by
seasonal variation or extended periods of
poor weather. Further sensitivity analysis
of the simplified levelised cost of electricity
(sLCOE) demonstrates that nuclear power
increases its competitiveness under lower
discount rate and higher capacity factor
scenarios.

This report finds that capital cost of the
proposed nuclear option would range
from $3.5 billion-$4.8 billion, compared to
an estimated $8.1 billion for the renewable
solution. While the nuclear option is
considerably less expensive, both options
require major capital outlay. The differences
between the options are better highlighted
by their respective performance in
generating electricity.
In comparison to the renewable technology
option, at a substantially lower cost an EC6
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Job Creation
The nuclear technology option is estimated
to create up to 520 onsite, offsite and
contractor ongoing operational jobs
and over 1,600 construction jobs. This
is comparable to the employment
opportunities identified for the renewable
technology options (see Appendix 1 for
more details).

Area Requirements
The renewable solution requires the full
commitment of 16 km2 of land for the solar
component and the partial commitment of
175 km2 for the wind turbines. The nuclear
option has a small land footprint, with the
plant contained within 2 km2.

Water Consumption
The air-cooled renewable option requires
the input of 0.74 GL per year of fresh water
for the cleaning of the solar heliostats and
the steam cycle. This has water security
implications as it is a competing use for
potentially potable water supplies.
The water-cooled reference nuclear option
assumes once-through cooling using
sea water, as per the existing coal-fired
power stations. This hold no water security
implications as it is not a competing use of
potentially potable water. To the contrary,
in periods of low demand, the zero-carbon

energy from the nuclear plant may provide
a source of clean power for desalination.

Major Construction Materials
Consumption
The combined material requirement for
the solar/wind hybrid solution is estimated
at 600,000 t of steel, 85,000 t of glass and
500,000 t of concrete.
The estimated material consumption for the
nuclear option is approximately 600,000 t of
concrete and 35,000 t of steel.

Network Requirements
For both options, the replacement of two
existing power stations ought not place new
demand on the existing local electricity
transmission network, which appears to
be adequately robust for current and
anticipated future demands.
For the reference nuclear option,
connection is impeded by the size of the
single generating unit. While an ideal
match for the generation requirement,
the EC6 exceeds the current modelled
allowable generation loss in a single
contingency event for South Australia
(450 MWe)11. Connection would rely upon
increased domestic demand or improved
interconnection to the National Electricity
Market (NEM).
11

10

Electranet 2012
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We also caution that the addition of such
a sizable component of variable wind on
top of the already high penetration of
wind in South Australia may begin to pose
power system management challenges
for South Australia, as has been flagged
by the Australian Energy Market Operator
(AEMO)12. Enhanced interconnection to the
NEM would ease this challenge.

fact, it would leave the South Australian
network with diminished reliability.
The nuclear option has a reported capacity
factor (>90%) that is as high or higher than
coal. Nuclear power is the the principal
alternative globally to fossil fuels. High
reliability would be ensured.

Existing global and national generating
capacity

Reliability

The renewable solution proposes a solar
development that would easily be the
largest single development in the world,
larger than the current total solar thermal
capacity of the USA, and 76 times larger
than the recently commissioned largest
solar power installation in Australia. This
needs to be treated with caution. Greater
involvement from industry is required to
provide more information around the
feasibility of this proposal.

The reference renewable solution would
provide diminished reliability. It does not
provide a genuine replacement for the
service that can be provided by fully
dispatchable fossil plants with potential
for high capacity factors. It pairs two
intermittent, weather-dependent renewable
technologies with relatively low capacity
factors, with limited but unspecified levels
of energy storage. Wind generation in
particular has a well-understood supply
profile that matches poorly with the South
Australian demand profile13 . This raises
the prospect of this solution occasionally
providing minimal power, such as during
winter peak demand periods. While the
renewable solution may meet a target
production of electricity, it does not provide
a truly functional replacement of the
Northern and Playford Power Stations. In
12
13

The wind component of the renewable
solution represents a 35% increase in the
total national installed wind capacity
of Australia, and a 63% increase of the
capacity of South Australia. There are
already cautionary messages from AEMO
regarding the network management
challenges of further installations of
intermittent wind in South Australia. This
would be a major project, with major
challenges. Its feasibility should not be taken
for granted.
continued on p13

Australian Energy Market Operator 2011
Ibid
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CRITERIA
Generation
technology
Capital Cost
Levelised cost of
electricity (LCOE)

RENEWABLE: SOLAR
760 MWe

700 MWe wind

concentrating solar

development. 100 x

thermal with storage

7.5 MWe turbines

$6.7 billion

$1.4 billion

$250-$300 /Mwh

$90-$110 /MWh

GHG emissions

-

abatement
Lifespan

Assumed 25 years

RENEWABLE:

RENEWABLE: WIND

CST

1,460 MWe peak
generating capacity
$8.1 billion

-

NUCLEAR: EC6

COMBINED

Enhanced CANDU
6, 690 MWe nuclear
power plant
$3.5 billion- $4.8 billion

2 million- 5 million

$101-$138 /MWh
5.36 million tCO2-e

tCO2-e per year

Assumed 25 years

-

Rated 60 years

6,250 t spent fuel over
Operational waste

No major waste

No major waste

No major waste

stream

stream

stream

60 years, contained
on-site in 9,500 m2
footprint (approx. a
soccer field)

Estimated 175 km2
total project area
Land Use

16 km2 exclusive (no
other land uses)

(non-exclusive, some
other land uses may
continue); 2.1 km2

18.1 km2 exclusive; 191 2 km2 exclusive (no
km2 non-exclusive

other land uses)

exclusive (no other
land use)
Sea water cooling
Water consumption

0.74 GL per year fresh
water for cleaning

-

0.74 GL per year fresh

as per current fossil

water

generation; no new
fresh water demand

Estimated 295,000
t steel, 90,000 t
Material Inputs

glass and 290,000 t
concrete (heliostats
only, power towers not

Estimated 80,000 t of
steel and 300,000 t of
concrete

Estimated 375,000 t
of steel, 85,000 t of
glass and 590,000 t of
concrete

Estimated 600,000 t of
concrete14 and 35,000
t15 of steel

included)
Rated 90%, assumed
Capacity Factor

Proposed 40%

Expected 30%

-

1,600 construction jobs

360 direct permanent

and up to 520 ongoing

operations and
Job creation

85%

maintenance jobs;

-

-

Approximately 1,300

operational onsite,
offsite and contractor
employment

construction jobs

opportunities
Intermittent, climate
dependent energy
sources. Limited
energy storage. Low
capacity factors. Not

Reliability

-

-

fully dispatchable.
Overbuild of peak

12

capacity required.
Potential net loss of
generation reliability
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in SA

Fully dispatchable.
High capacity
factor. Constant
and variable power
supply. Independent
of climate conditions.
No loss of generation
reliability

14

Estimate includes 100,000 M3 lean and fill concrete and 50,000 M3 structural concrete for retaining walls, cofferdams, roads and

CRITERIA
miscellaneous
works.
15

RENEWABLE: SOLAR

RENEWABLE: WIND

CST

RENEWABLE:

NUCLEAR: EC6

COMBINED

Estimate Includes primary and secondary steel, platforms, structural equipment and pipe supports, crane rails, shielding plates, and all

Minimal enhancement

forms of miscellaneous steel erection works

required for
Minimal enhancement
required for
connection on

Requirement

project basis. Network

for network

enhancement likely

enhancement

required for longer
term renewable
pathway

connection on
project basis. Single
generator exceeds
currently modelled
maximum size for SA.
Requires increased
demand, network
enhancement, or
smaller generation
units (e.g. Small
Modular Reactors)
Notable, but within

Existing global and
national generating
capacity

Major global project.
Over double the size
of next largest solar
CST plant

Major regional and
national project. 58%
increase on existing
(high) level of wind
generation in SA.

existing global growth
of nuclear (63 reactors
under construction).
Major national project;
no existing nuclear
power generation in
Australia

14

Estimate includes 100,000 M3 lean and fill concrete and 50,000 M3 structural concrete for retaining walls,

cofferdams, roads and miscellaneous works.
15

Estimate includes primary and secondary steel, platforms, structural equipment and pipe supports, crane rails,

shielding plates, and all forms of miscellaneous steel erection works

insurmountable or intractable to rapid
change.

continued from p11

The proposed nuclear solution capacity
would certainly be significant, but also
entirely within the current growth trajectory
of nuclear power globally. The addition of
690 MWe to a global capacity of around
370 GW does not represent a major
scaling-up. However at the national level
in Australia nuclear power generation is
currently prohibited under the Australian
Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety Act
(1998), which is reflected in the Environment
and Biodiversity and Conservation Act
(1999). As such the introduction of this
new form of electricity generation will
bring a number of legal, regulatory,
infrastructure, skills and social acceptance
challenges. None of these challenges are

The challenge of maintaining and building
our economy while engaging in rapid
decarbonisation is a daunting one. To take
the challenge without impartially exploring
every available zero-carbon generation
technology is unwise and arguably
irresponsible. We hope this report will foster
a more open and accountable discussion
of all the zero-carbon options that are
available to us.
This report was undertaken by Ben Heard
of ThinkClimate Consulting with economic
modelling by Brown and Pang.
December 2012
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1

INTRODUCTION
THE PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT IS TO BUILD
THE SOPHISTICATION OF THE DISCUSSION
REGARDING REDUCING GREENHOUSE GAS
EMISSIONS FROM ELECTRICITY GENERATION IN
AUSTRALIA.

This report provides a multi-criteria
comparison of nuclear power and
renewable technologies. The comparison is
based upon proposed solutions from each
form of technology performing the same
electricity generation task ― replacing South
Australia’s aging Northern and Playford
coal-fired power stations.
The purpose of this report is to build the
sophistication of the discussion regarding
reducing greenhouse gas emissions from
electricity generation in Australia. We
propose to achieve this by expanding
the range of zero-carbon technologies
considered beyond non-hydro renewables
to include nuclear power.
Australia’s economic competitiveness is,
to a large extent, dependant on cheap

and abundant energy resources. With
around 80% of Australia’s eastern states’
electricity generation coming from coal
power plants, per capita greenhouse gas
emission levels have reached 27.3 tons of
carbon dioxide equivalent (tCO2e)1 per
annum – which is over double the European
Union average and more than three times
the global average2. But without nuclear
in Australia’s low-emission energy mix, it is
questionable whether this nation will be
able to continue to compete in a carbonconstrained global environment with both
its Asian neighbours, who are currently
leading in the deployment of new nuclear
power plants, and OECD counterparts
who are planning to extend their nuclear
1
2

Australian Government 2011, p.12
Garnaut, R. (2011) p.43
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fleet. By contrast, greenhouse gas emissions
from the electricity sector in Australia have
grown 18% since 19983, the year of nuclear
prohibition in Australia, as Australia has
continued to invest in coal and gas-fired
electricity generation.

a competitive cost. For Australia to remain
competitive with its trading partners in a
carbon-constrained global economy it will
need to ensure it does not arbitrarily omit
any low-emission electricity sources from its
energy portfolio.

The issue of whether to include nuclear
power in our low-emission base-load
electricity is not a trivial matter. It may
ultimately determine the level of affordable
greenhouse gas emission reductions,
industry competitiveness and household
energy affordability. This is a concern that
continues to be raised by both industry and
academics.

Nuclear power is already deployed as a
baseload electricity source in many of
Australia’s largest trading partners. This
is set to further increase with China and
India planning to increase their capacity
up to around 200GW and 60GW by 2030
respectively6.

The University of Queensland, in its
submission to the Australian Government’s
Draft Energy White Paper, argued that
“any informed debate and analysis of
Australia’s energy future, is incomplete
and sub-optimal if nuclear power is
excluded”. This position has been echoed
by international economists including
Professor Jeffrey Sachs4 and Professor
Paul Collier5. A recent study released by
the Center for Policy Studies, The Atomic
Clock: How the Coalition is gambling with
Britain’s energy policy (2012), finds that the
delay in supporting new nuclear build in
the UK is potentially increasing fuel poverty
and damaging the economy, particularly
energy intensive industries.
With the introduction of the Australian
Government’s Clean Energy Future
legislation, debate has intensified on how
to best achieve this environmental target at
3

4
5

Australian Greenhouse Emissions Information System
(AGEIS) accessed via http://ageis.climatechange.gov.
au/
As reported in The Guardian (2012), “We won’t meet the
carbon targets if nuclear is taken off the table,”
Collier, P. (2010), p181

For Australia, a small trade-exposed nation
already suffering from the tyranny of
distance compounded by an economic
system highly dependant on cheap but
carbon-intensive energy, the inclusion of
nuclear power may become a matter of
economic survival in a low-emission global
trading environment.
This report intends to not only dispel the
myth that nuclear power is unaffordable,
but further argues that it may actually
become a vital component of any future
economically competitive low-emission
energy portfolio in Australia.
The Australian Government has taken steps
to reduce domestic emissions by putting
a price on greenhouse gas emissions,
introduced in July 2012. Initially, greenhouse
gas emissions will trade at a fixed price of
$23 per tCO2e, with a floating price based
on traded certificates linked to the EU to be
introduced from July 2015. Australia needs
to consider how this market-based solution
will interact with an energy market that
excludes from consideration nuclear power
6

World Nuclear Association (2012) , country briefings for
China and India, available via http://www.world-nuclear.
org/
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-the world’s largest provider of near zerocarbon electricity. The role of nuclear power
in this regard has been well documented
by the Australian Government. In 2006
the following remarks were made to the
Parliament of the Commonwealth of
Australia7:

would exclude nuclear power from
consideration only if and when alternatives
are comprehensively demonstrated to be
both adequate and superior. This report
demonstrates that, far from nuclear power
being unnecessary, its inclusion may be
vital in an energy strategy that can both
maintain reliability and achieve deep cuts in
greenhouse gas emissions.

“Worldwide, nuclear power plants currently
save some 10 per cent of total carbon
dioxide (CO2) emissions from world energy
use. This represents an immense saving
of greenhouse gas emissions that would
otherwise be contributing to global
warming. If the world were not using nuclear
power, emissions of CO2 would be some 2.5
billion tonnes higher per year.”

Under its current policy, the Australian
Government ambitiously seeks to reduce
around half of its emissions through the
purchase of foreign carbon offsets, with the
remainder of its emission reductions to be
achieved mainly through renewables and
carbon capture and storage.

In light of such knowledge, legislating
to reduce greenhouse emissions while
prohibiting nuclear power8 seems an
exercise in contradiction. But this may
be changing. Policymakers recently
acknowledged in the Australian
Government’s Energy White Paper
(2011) that nuclear power may become
a necessary component of Australia’s
electricity sector if other low-emission
technologies are not able to achieve the
required emission reductions on their own.

By 2050, it is estimated that this cumulative
offset purchase commitment will have cost
$716 billion9. This cost could be substantially
reduced, and a superior emissions outcome
achieved, through the inclusion of nuclear
power in Australia’s electricity generation
portfolio10. Recently published findings
confirm that nuclear power in Australia can
offer lowest cost electricity and remain cost
competitive with the lower cost renewable
technologies out to 205011. Yet modelling
undertaken by SKM and MMA12 for the
Australian Government’s carbon pricing
mechanism assumed that beyond coal and
gas there is “no other viable thermal power
alternative”. It would appear that “viable”
is a political construct, not an economic or
technical one.

While this represents welcome progress in a
country that barely discusses nuclear power,
this approach brings risks. On these grounds,
just beginning adequate consideration
of the use of nuclear power is contingent
on the manifestly demonstrated failure of
other zero-carbon energy sources to deliver.
An arguably more responsible approach
7
8

The intent of this report is not to argue
that nuclear power removes the need
for renewable energy sources in Australia
altogether. Renewables are, under certain

House of Representatives Standing Committee on Industry
and Resources (2006), pg xv
Section 10 of the ARPANS Act (1998) Prohibition on
certain nuclear installations; Section 140A of the
Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation
Act (1999), No approval for certain nuclear installations

9
10
11
12

Nicholson 2011
Ibid 2011
Bureau of Resources and Energy Economics 2012, pg 6
SKM & MMA 2011, pg 22
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conditions, more economic and logistically
feasible for certain end-uses. Already, wind
generation plays a significant part in the
electricity supply of South Australia. This
outcome was achieved quickly in response
to a favourable investment environment
for a relatively mature technology that
could assist in meeting the Renewable
Energy Target. Meanwhile falling prices for
household-scale solar PV, combined with
rising electricity costs, means the financial
case for the average household and,
increasingly, commerical premises will be
maintained or improve even as subsidies are

trimmed and withdrawn13.
Instead, this report argues that a mix
of renewables and nuclear, deployed
according to their respective advantages,
will in fact balance out the higher average
costs of renewables in order to allow
Australia to achieve critical dual goals:
1. Retaining its place in the global
economy as an energy competitive
trading nation.
2. Achieving deep and rapid cuts in
greenhouse gas emissions.

13

AEMO 2012a
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2

THE TECHNOLOGY
OPTIONS
THIS REPORT USES A PROCESS OF DIRECT
COMPARISON OF PROPOSED ENERGY
SOLUTIONS TO PROVIDE INSIGHT INTO THE
POTENTIAL ROLE OF NUCLEAR POWER IN THE
LOW-EMISSION ELECTRICITY GENERATION MIX.

The technology options under consideration
are described below.

2.1 RENEWABLE
The reference renewable technology option
adopted for comparison is that proposed in
the report Repowering Port Augusta1 (RPA).
This technology option consists of a hybrid
solar/wind development. The technologies
and expected outputs are summarised
in the table below. Further details can be
found in the source report (see Figure 1).

2.2 NUCLEAR
For the reference nuclear option this
report uses the Enhanced CANDU 6 (EC6)
pressurised heavy water reactor (PHWR),

1

BZE 2012

with rated net generation capacity of 690
MWe (740 MWe gross). This plant is designed
by Candu Energy, a wholly-owned
subsidiary of SNC-Lavalin Inc. Globally,
CANDU reactors are prominent in nuclear
power developments with an excellent
record of delivery on time and on or under
budget2,3 . The EC6 is currently being studied
by the UK’s Nuclear Decommissioning
Authority as a potential new plant for
deployment4, while the CANDU technology
has been exported to South Korea,
Romania, India, Pakistan and Argentina5.
This reactor was selected principally
because it is a near perfect capacity match
2
3
4
5

22

Third Qinshan Nuclear Power Co. Ltd & Atomic Energy of
Canada Limited 2003
CANDU Energy Inc. 2012a
CANDU Energy Inc. 2012b
CANDU Energy Inc. 2012a
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for the replacement task at hand. As the
evolution of the CANDU 6, of which 34 have
been constructed world-wide, it is also at
the very forefront of fully commercialised
nuclear reactor technology, including
passive safety systems and standardised
design and construction.

significant advantage in a smaller network
like South Australia, and thus yields very high
availability factors.
Furthermore, the South Australian
network is subject to considerable supply
variability due to the high penetration of
wind generation. As such, load-following
capability (quick reponse to variations in
power supply and demand in the network)
is a valuable characteristic for baseload
plants. The EC6 offers automatic, computer
controlled load following over the reactor,
steam generator, and turbine-generator
between 0% to 100% full power. While
this report is not seeking to make specific
nuclear technology recommendations,
overall the EC6 appears a remarkably
good fit for the replacement task under
consideration.

The EC6 brings the advantage of operating
on natural uranium which is in plentiful
supply in Australia6. No enrichment facility
is needed for this uranium fuel, and all
nations using CANDU reactors manufacture
their own fuel7. This brings sigificant energy
security as well as highly skilled jobs. The EC6
can also be re-fueled while continuing to
generate electricity which is a potentially

6
7

Golder Associates 2008
IAEA undated
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3

MULTI-CRITERIA
ANALYSIS
THIS REPORT HAS ADOPTED A MULTI-CRITERIA
ANALYSIS IN ORDER TO PROVIDE PERSPECTIVE
ON THE VERY DIFFERENT ECONOMIC AND
ENVIRONMENTAL OUTCOMES THAT COME
FROM EITHER RENEWABLE OR NUCLEAR
TECHNOLOGY.

The selected criteria are not exhaustive, but
they represent a useful broadening of the
discussion on energy solutions.
The criteria have been selected against
financial/economic, environmental and
social themes.

>> Water consumption
>> Land area
>> Major construction material
requirements
>> Operational waste

Financial/ Economic:

Social:

>> Capital cost

>> Job creation

>> Levelised cost of electricity
>> Requirement for transmission network
upgrade
>> Reliability
Environmental:
>> Greenhouse gas emissions abatement

3.1 CAPITAL COST
Capital cost refers to the up-front total
outlay (the “sticker price”), of the total
technology solution. In isolation, capital
cost does not provide a sufficiently rounded
analysis of the value of any electricity
generating technology. But it is an important
start and represents a key assumption for
further financial analysis.
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Renewable
Solar

Nuclear
The operations, maintenance and overnight
capital cost for the Enhanced CANDU 6
(EC6) reactor are derived from CANDU,
EPRI and ACIL Tasman’s estimates for the
period up to 2030. The estimates of project
capital costs reflect long-run costs. The cost
estimates include engineering, procurement
and construction (EPC), planning and
approval, professional services, land
acquisition, infrastructure costs (incl. water),
spares and workshop etc, fuel, insurance
and waste management. The capital cost
estimates range from $5,000-$7,000 per kW4
net generation capacity installed for the
EC6 (690 MWe). The total capital cost is
estimated to between $3.5bn-$4.8bn.

The source report for the reference
renewable solution is silent on the overall
capital cost1. This lack of detail makes
critique of the proposed solution and
comparison with an alternative a difficult
task.
Some indication of the total capital outlay
of the solar component is disclosed in the
requirement for $5 billion of public money
to enable 25% balance of financing to be
provided by the private sector2. On this
basis, the anticipated capital outlay is $6.7
billion.

Wind
The reference renewable solution calls
for 700 MWe of wind generation to be
delivered by 95 Enercon E126 turbines.
A major recent wind proposal for South
Australia from Suzlon Energy suggested a
cost of $1.3 billion for 600 MWe of capacity
from 180 turbines3, or $2,100 per kW installed.
The IEA (2010) gives a median onshore
wind overnight cost of $2,300/ kW. The 2012
Australian Energy Technology Assessment
provides capital costs for 100 MWe onshore
wind development in South Australia of
$2,486 per kw in 2012, falling sharply to
$1,707 per kW in 2020.

3.2. LEVELISED COST OF ELECTRICITY
(LCOE)
Level playing field cost comparison of
all low-emission technologies
This report seeks to provide comparison
of nuclear (EC6) plants with renewables
by estimating the cost of each electricity
generation type under similar conditions
and levels of government support as
proposed for renewables5.
In order for a meaningful comparison
to be made between low-emission
technologies, it is assumed (for this exercise)
that all technologies capable of reducing
emissions are treated equally under the
Government’s emission reduction policies
and mechanisms. A sub-optimal outcome
may arise in emission reductions, if there
is discrimination in favour of one form of
low-emission technology over another.

We have adopted a figure of $2,000 per kW
installed to determine a capital cost for the
wind component of $1.4 billion. Combining
the solar and wind components, a total
capital outlay of approximately $8.1 billion is
estimated.
1
2
3

BZE 2012
BZE 2012 (prior to silent update)
Suzlon 2011

4
5

Range derived from estimates provided by SNC-Lavalin
Inc. (Candu Energy), 2011
BZE 2012
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In order for a meaningful debate to take
place common ground must be found,
and agreement sought, that the purpose of
policies geared towards emissions reduction
is, in fact, to reduce emissions and not to
promote subsidisation of one industry over
another.
If the underlying purpose of the exercise is to
reduce emissions as efficiently as possible,
then the economics of emission reductions
with nuclear should be compared to
renewables with both technologies
receiving equal subsidies for each tonne
of CO2-e reduction, as well as a similar
environment for planning and approvals.
Just as with renewables, interest rates
can make a significant difference to the
economics of a nuclear power project. For
this comparison it is assumed that, under the
financial assistance scenario, a fund similar
to the Clean Energy Finance Corporation
(CEFC) would be able to provide access
to low- interest rate loans or other financial
assistance to nuclear energy projects just as
with the case for renewables.

Economics of nuclear power
The economics of certifying, financing,
constructing and operating a nuclear
power plant can vary quite significantly
depending on the maturity of the nation’s
nuclear industry, the construction and
operation regulatory environment, the level

of electricity market deregulation, and the
economic environment in general. All of
these factors can significantly impact on
the overnight costs, the operational costs,
the financing costs, and the level of support
available for low-emission energy sources.
In order to allow for a range of electricity
cost estimates, high and low discount rates,
overnight capital cost and capacity factor
scenario assumptions were considered
during the economic modelling process.
The average cost of electricity (levelised
electricity generation costs or LCOE)
from any form of large generation plant
is estimated by comparing its financing,
construction and operating costs with the
total amount of electricity generated over
its life. In order for a meaningful comparison
to be made with the cost of renewables, we
have deployed a similar set of assumptions
as used in assessment of the renewable
option6 including a post-tax real weighted
average cost of capital (WACC) of 8.1%.

Comparison of low-emission
technologies
For a comparison of the LCOE of nuclear
with wind and solar tower, see Chart,
opposite.
The chart demonstrates that despite the
high capital cost of a nuclear power
6

26
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Solar tower

Solar

CAPACITY LCOE (LOW)
CAPACITY LCOE (LOW)
FACTOR
FACTOR
40%*

40%*

tower

LCOE (HIGH)
LCOE (HIGH)

$250/MWh@8.1%*

$300/MWh@8.1%*

$250/MWh@8.1%*

$300/MWh@8.1%*

($170/MWh under low cost of capital

($170/MWh under low cost of

scenario)*

capital scenario)*

Wind

30%*

$90/MWh@8.1%*

$110/MWh@8.1%*

Nuclear

85%***

$101/MWh@8.1%e

$138/MWh@8.1%e

($82/MWh@8.1%e with 5% loan)

($110/MWh@8.1%e with 5% loan)

Wind
Nuclear
(EC6)

(EC6)

30%*
85%***

$90/MWh@8.1%*

$110/MWh@8.1%*

$101/MWh@8.1%e

$138/MWh@8.1%e

($82/MWh@8.1%e with 5% loan)

($110/MWh@8.1%e with 5% loan)
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plant it still generates electricity within
a similar range to the cheapest largescale renewable. Nuclear power’s
competitiveness is further strengthened
once the additional economic and
environmental costs for large-scale
renewable deployment is considered, as
some storage and fossil fuel back-up is
likely to be required to ensure dispatchable
electricity is available around-the-clock.

costs increasing as the discount rate
increases (as is the case for other capital
intensive electricity generation technologies
including wind and solar renewables).

The assessment of the renewable
technology7 option argued the CEFC may
be able to lower the cost of capital for the
CST case resulting in LRMC of $170/MWh.
Based on 5% (real) loan assumption the cost
of nuclear would equate to around $82$110/MWh.

3.3 GREENHOUSE GAS ABATEMENT

Sensitivity analysis of Simplified
Levelised Cost of Electricity (sLCOE)

The sensitivity to overnight capital costs
is shown in the second sensitivity chart
(see Chart 2, opposite), with the low and
high range determined by 90% and 85%
capacity factors.

Inarguably the principle environmental
driver for the deployment of either of the
solutions considered in this report is the need
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from
the electricity sector. In this key criterion
there are important differences between
the options under consideration.

Renewable

Levelised electricity generation costs
(or LCOE), is sensitive to the economic
and technical assumptions adopted in
the calculations. The sensitivity of the
simplified sLCOE (LCOE without finance
costs) to discount rate is shown by the
results presented in the first sensitivity chart
(see Chart 1, opposite), with the low and
high range dependant on the overnight
capital costs (with 85% and 90% capacity
factors). The first chart shows electricity

It has been assumed that the renewable
solution will abate approximately 5 million
tCO2-e per year compared with business as
usual (Northern and Playford Power Stations
based on 2008/2009) generation levels, or 2
million tCO2-e per year if the solution were
replacing generation from combined cycle
gas turbines8.

7

8

Ibid

The reason for this range being provided is
relevant. As discussed further below (see
Ibid
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CHART 1

CHART 2
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Capacity Factor and Reliability), while
the renewable solution may be capable
of generating the required quantity of
electricity, this is not the same is delivering
the service of directly replacing a fully
dispatchable coal plant9. The variable
and intermittent outputs of the renewable
solutions mean than in practice the
renewably generated electricity may
displace electricity generated from
relatively cleaner sources, like combined
cycle gas turbines, during periods of high
output, while in periods of low output
South Australia may rely on imports of
more greenhouse-intensive electricity
from Victoria. The eventual balance of
reductions in greenhouse emissions from
the deployment of this solution may well
differ from the straight elimination of the two
coal plants from South Australia’s existing
greenhouse balance sheet.

of electricity that is inherently suited to
baseload, it is more likely that this businessas-usual abatement scenario would be
achieved than for the reference renewable
solution. However, where the renewable
solution is designed to provide an assumed
upper limit of 4,650 GWh per year, an EC6
running at 85% capacity would be able
to replace 5,100 GWh (5,400 GWh at 90%
capacity) of emission-intensive base-load
electricity generation. In other words, the
nuclear option brings the capacity to
provide at least 10% more zero carbon
electricity. Fully deployed (for example,
exported to displace emissions-intensive
brown coal generation in Victoria) this could
reduce emissions by around 5.36 MtCO2e
per annum at 85% capacity.
GHG EMISSION
Grams of CO2-e

Nuclear

emissions per kWh

Under similar assumptions as used for the
renewable solution, the nuclear option
will also abate approximately 5 million
tCO2-e per year through the displacement
of the generation from Northern and
Playford. Being a fully dispatchable supply

GAS

COAL

COAL

LOW

HIGH

430

800

1050

2.18

4.08

5.36

REDUCTIONS

Mt of CO2-e avoided per
NPP

Mt of CO2-e produced
per NPP

0.03

Source: Derived from estimates in J.H. Gittus,
2006, Introducing Nuclear Power to Australia: An
Economic Comparison.

9

For valuable discussion of this point we recommend
Low-carbon electricity must befit-for-service (and nuclear
power is) by Professor Barry Brook, published at The
Conversation 2 August 2012
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3.4 LAND-USE
Renewable
The proposed solar development for the
renewable solution will require 16 km2 to
house the solar thermal generation (a
square of 4 km on each side)10. This land use
commitment is exclusive: the land will be
available for no other purpose.
No clear indication has been made of the
land requirements for the proposed 700
MWe of wind generation. This does not
permit a good comparison of the options.
We have attempted to fill this gap to enable
comparison.
Land use in wind farms can be considered
two ways. The exclusive land use comprises
the footprint of the turbines, service roads
and ancillary infrastructure. There is also the
non-exclusive land use, being the overall
land area contained within the perimeter
of the wind farm, known as the total
project area. This accounts for the spacing
requirements between wind turbines. Other
land uses may continue in this spacing.
In Australia, it is common to see livestock
grazing continue in areas occupied by
wind turbines. However the presence of
the wind turbines does limit the range of
potential future uses for the land within the
site perimeter (and, to a certain extent,
10

BZE 2012

nearby). It also plays a role in determining
the visual impact of the installation. We
consider this impact to be highly subjective;
however there is no doubting its relevance
in terms of social acceptance of wind farms.
The metric of overall land use is therefore a
relevant consideration.
While direct (exclusive) area impacts of
wind are relatively simple to determine,
the total project area is not. The National
Renewable Energy Laboratory in the
United States remarks that the total
project area “is not uniformly defined,
and is often established by the individual
project developer; it also will vary between
developers and between states”11. The
site-specific configuration of the turbines
also plays a role in determining the total
project area, and “it is sometimes difficult
to establish a single, uniform configuration
for an entire plant, which introduces an
element of subjectivity to this metric”12.
Based on an analysis of 172 projects, NREL
established that there is a broad range of
total area requirements for wind farms, from
9 ha/MWe to 100 ha/MWe. The distribution
of area requirements shows the greatest
number of projects falling in the range
of 20-30 ha/MWe13. We have adopted
11
12
13

NREL 2009, pg 7
Ibid, pg 8
Ibid, pg 11
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a figure of 25 ha/MWe for the total area
requirements of the wind component of the
renewable technology solution. This gives
a total of 17,500 ha, or around 175 km2.
The findings from NREL suggest this may be
either an overestimate, or a considerable
underestimate. We do not offer this finding
as in any way definitive, but rather as a
starting point to filling this gap in the analysis
of solutions.

two high pressure ECC buildings, two
secondary control areas and one heavy
water upgrader building.”
For the single-unit requirement for the
replacement of the Pt Augusta coal-fired
plants, we assumed a land requirement for
the power block of 2.0 km2.

3.5 WATER CONSUMPTION
Renewable

Based on the work of Nicholson (2012) direct
area impact of wind farms is estimated to
be 0.3ha/MWe. For this 700 MWe proposal,
direct area impacts of 2.1 km2 can be
assumed.

The reference renewable solution uses aircooled solar thermal plants to “significantly
reduce water consumption”14. Air-cooling
may also relate to the likely situation that
an optimal solar thermal location will be
too far inland for the use of pumped sea
water for cooling. For the steam cycle
and for cleaning mirrors (to maintain

Nuclear
The EC6 reportedly has land requirement
of 3.2 km2 for “a two-unit integrated EC6
plant... consist(ing) of two reactor buildings,
two service buildings, two turbine buildings,

14

BZE 2012, pg 25
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efficiency) water use in the order of 0.74
GL/yr is suggested15. This consumption has
local water security implications, as is it a
competing use of potential potable water.

Nuclear
Similar to a coal-fired power station a
nuclear power plant uses water both
for heat transfer in the steam cycle and
for cooling to condense the steam and
discharge surplus heat. The clean water in
the steam cycle is circulated continuously
in a closed loop, and hardly any is lost.
This water is therefore not a significant
consideration.
The water-cooled reference nuclear option
assumes once-through cooling using sea
water, as per the existing coal-fired power
stations. As this does not use potentially
potable water this holds no water security
implications16. This draws in water and runs it
past the condensers in a single pass before
returning the water to the source (meaning
that cooling towers would not be required).
Most of the water is returned to the source,
a few degrees warmer. A relatively small
quantity is evaporated.

15
16

Ibid, pg 25
In periods of low demand, the zero-carbon energy from
a nuclear plant may provide a source of clean power for
desalination. This can enhance water security without a
negative climate impact.

3.6 MATERIAL INPUTS
Another environmental criterion that is
commonly of interest is the consumption
of materials in the construction of energy
generation. For the purpose of comparison
we have selected three materials for
consideration that are used in large
amounts: concrete, steel and glass. Each
of these materials brings with them a
variety of upstream environmental impacts
through their mining, processing, fabrication
and transportation. Materials efficiency
is a common hallmark of improved
performance in sustainability.

Renewable
Solar
The mass of glass, steel and concrete
required for 760 MWe of solar CST (heliostats
only, towers excluded), is estimated at
295,000 t steel, 90,000 t glass and 290,000 t
concrete17.

Wind
A 2006 report18 estimated average material
requirements for wind turbines at 433 t/MWe
for concrete and 116 t/MWe for steel. Based
on these estimates, material requirements
for the 700 MWe wind component are
17
18

BZE 2011, based on ATS-148 heliostat requirements listed
pg 165-166 and generation capacity described pg 46
Lenzen 2006, pg 145
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approximately 80,000 t of steel and 300,000 t
of concrete.

t of concrete21 and 35,000 t22 of steel. The
estimate for concrete is on the high end
compared to the findings of the University
of California Berkeley study for a range of
nuclear plants. This may relate to specific
site conditions.

The combined material requirement for
the solar/wind hybrid solution is therefore
estimated at 375,000 t of steel, 85,000 t of
glass and 590,000 t of concrete.

3.7 OPERATIONAL WASTE

Nuclear

Renewable

According to a 2005 study from the
University of California Berkeley19, nuclear
fission energy requires small inputs of natural
resources compared to most other fossil and
non-fossil energy technologies. Concrete
and steel comprise of 95% of the material
input of a nuclear energy system. Through
the evolution of nuclear designs to the
Generation III designs, such as the EC6
considered as the example for this study, a
clear trend to smaller material footprint is
evident.

The operations of a solar/wind hybrid
renewable power solution would produce
minimal operational waste.

Nuclear
Currently commercial nuclear power
plants are well-known for producing small
quantities of high-level radioactive waste
in the form of spent fuel. The EC6 reactor
under consideration in this study is of this
type.

Based on the documented construction
material requirements20 for the two-unit
CANDU 6 development in Qinshan, China,
the reference nuclear option of a single EC6
unit would require approximately 600,000

In the EC6, spent fuel is accommodated
according to the following process:
“Spent fuel is stored in the spent fuel storage
bay at site. The spent fuel storage bay has
a capacity to store spent fuel discharged
21

22
19
20

Petersen, Per F., Zhao, H. & Petrowski, R. 2005
Third Qinshan Nuclear Power Co. Ltd and Atomic Energy
of Canada Ltd 2003, pg 31-32

Estimate includes 100,000 M3 lean and fill concrete
and 50,000 M3 structural concrete for retaining walls,
cofferdams, roads and miscellaneous works
Estimate Includes primary and secondary steel, platforms,
structural equipment and pipe supports, crane rails,
shielding plates, and all forms of miscellaneous steel
erection works
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for approximately ten years. However, after
about six years of cooling in the Spent Fuel
Storage Bay, the spent fuel can be stored
in concrete storage canisters or MACSTOR
modules at site (dry interim storage facility).
The storage period in the dry interim storage
facility is expected to be about 50 years.”23
The MACSTOR facility is described below:
“In the MACSTOR system, 60 fuel bundles
are placed in a welded stainless steel
basket. Ten baskets are stacked vertically
in air-cooled steel cylinders. Twenty such
cylinders are embedded in a concrete
module resting above ground on a
concrete pad.”24
The spent fuel is therefore planned to be
safely accommodated on-site for the life
of the plant. With the plant operating at
a high capacity factor (e.g. 90%), 104 t of
spent fuel would be generated each year
for a total spent fuel load of 6,250 t over the
full 60 year life of the plant25. This could be
contained in a MACSTOR storage facility
covering less than 9,500 m226. That is an
area slightly larger than a soccer field.
We acknowledge that residual concerns will
remain about the longer-term management
23
24
25
26

IAEA undated, pg 29
Golder Associates 2008, pg 80
Ibid
Ibid, 37,900 m2 for four EC6 units

of this spent fuel. We contend that this
hazard is both far smaller than that posed
by many commonly accepted waste
streams from energy and other industrial
activities27, and imminently solvable via new
reactor technologies.

3.8 LIFESPAN
The Playford power station, which is subject
to hypothetical replacement in this study,
has been operational since 1960. This
testifies to the fact that investments of
the size of base-load power stations are
deployed for as long as possible in order to
improve the value proposition. Given the
capital sums at stake in this replacement
being in excess of $3 billion for the nuclear
solution and $8 billion for the renewable
solution, we consider lifespan of the solution
to be a critical consideration.

Renewable
Solar
The relatively low levels of global experience
with CST technology proposed for the
renewable technology solution means there
are few firm indications available of life
span.
The solar CST technology appears to be
principally based on that of the American
27

Heard 2012
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company Solar Reserve. A proposed
lifespan of the technology is not provided
at the company website. This organisation
touts a 25 year power purchase agreement
for its 110 MWe development in Nevada.
We use this figure in the absence of either
better information or industry precedent.

the entire time. The capacity factor is
determined by taking the total amount of
energy the plant produced during a period
of time and dividing it by the amount of
energy the plant would have produced
at full capacity. It is a useful expression of
the reliability of the power plant, especially
for base-load purposes. Since base-load
capacity refers to the minimum amount of
energy consumption a network uses at all
times, power plants with higher capacity
factors are much better suited to providing
base-load power.

Wind
For wind technology we have located
estimates ranging from (commonly) 20 years
up to a maximum estimate of 30 years28. For
the sake of comparison a 25 year lifespan of
the Enercon E126 is proposed.

Renewable

Nuclear

Solar

The EC6 reactor that has been selected as
the example for this assessment is designed
with an anticipated 60 year operational
lifespan29. Many nuclear reactors in North
America have recently been granted
lifespan extensions through to 60 years, so
real-world experience validates this figure.

A 40% capacity factor is proposed for the
solar thermal component of the renewable
energy solution30. We have adopted
this figure, though we caution it is based
on modelled projections, not real-world
operating data.

Wind

3.9 CAPACITY FACTOR
The capacity factor refers to the ratio of
the actual output of a power plant over a
period of time (e.g. MWh per year) and its
potential output if it had operated at full
net generation capacity (e.g. 690 MWe)

A 30% capacity factor is proposed for the
wind component of the renewable energy
solution31. Without a specifically proposed
site for this very large installation, we caution
that this figure is hypothetical at this point.
However we note performance levels in this

28
29

30
31

National Wind undated
IAEA undated

BZE 2012
Ibid
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range for already-proposed wind farms in
the Pt Augusta area, and we have adopted
this figure.

Nuclear
Nuclear power is well known for operating
with capacity factors of 90% (i.e. it is
inherently suitable for ‘always on’ base-load
supply). For the purposes of this study, we
have conservatively assumed that the EC6
reactor delivers a capacity factor of 85%
in the high cost scenario and 90% in the
low cost scenario, though it is reported to
operate at greater than 90%32.

3.10 JOB CREATION
Renewable
It is claimed33 that the reference renewable
solution will deliver the following job
creation:
>> Around 360 direct permanent
operations and maintenance jobs
>> Approximately 1,300 construction
jobs during the assumed six-year
construction period (excluding potential
manufacturing industry and indirect
jobs)

Nuclear
32
33

IAEA undated
BZE 2012

Industry averages suggests the deployment
of an EC6 would create around 1,600
construction jobs and up to 520 ongoing
operational onsite, offsite and contractor
employment opportunities (see Appendix
1).
ECONOMIC ASSUMPTIONS
Plant type:

EC6

Generation capacity MWe:

690

Cost $M:

4,830

Peak Construction Jobs:

1,600

Operational, On-site, Off-site and Contractors
Jobs:

3.11 RELIABILITY
A key requirement of any solution for
replacing fossil baseload is reliability; the
ability to generate power predictably,
as and when it is required, under any
conditions. This is partly understood by
the capacity factor, but also refers to the
dispatchability of the power source i.e.
whether or not it can reliably deliver power
when required.

Renewable
The capacity factors of the renewable
solution proposed by the RPA report is
assumed to be 30% and 40% respectively
for wind and solar technologies. This
suggests that the electricity output from
these technologies will fluctuate, and the
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520

full rated capacity of the power stations
will be available only some of the time.
Both solar and wind are diffuse, intermittent
energy sources. Attempting to harness them
to deliver a service of baseload electricity
generation is a process of attempting to
overcome these inherent disadvantages.
Some of these issues are perhaps best
described by proponents of the reference
renewable solution:

electricity generation and its theoretical
reliability or availability). While the
electricity replacement target would be
met, the state would be losing capacity
in fully dispatchable electricity supply. The
proposed solution appears to be that of
“overbuild”, described below.
“The second phase would replace the
520 MW Northern power station, (which
consists of two 260 MW units), and delivers
roughly 4,000 GWh of electricity annually
- completing the replacement of the
existing brown coal generation. This is to be
achieved through a combination of both
CST and wind. The overall replacement
scenario is designed on the basis that
40% of the total generation output from
both Playford B and Northern is replaced
by wind, representing 1,840 GWh/ year.
Based on the conservative 30% capacity
factor, this corresponds to a total installed
wind capacity of 700 MW. Based on this
assumption, the additional solar thermal
need only deliver a further 1,850 GWh. In
order to maintain the same total 760 MW
capacity (to replace both Playford B and
Northern, even when the wind isn’t blowing)
540 MW of CST capacity is required in
addition to the 220 MW of CST specified in
phase 1. Four Solar Towers (based on the
SolarReserve Tower design) with 135 MW
nameplate capacity and 40% capacity

“The first phase would replace the 240 MW
of the Playford B power station, made up
of four 60 MW units. This would be achieved
with only two power towers. If plants similar
to the Solar Reserve Tonopah project were
used, two plants would have a nameplate
capacity of 220 MW and would deliver over
960 GWh of energy. This would annually
deliver more energy than is currently
delivered by Playford B (but would have a
slightly lower capacity).”34
The Playford B power station has, in recent
years, varied greatly in power output from
being practically shut down in 2002/03,
to operating at a capacity factor of 50%
in 2009-10. So the assertion that only two
power towers at a low capacity factor of
40% can replace Playford is both true (in
terms of Playford’s recent deployment)
and misleading (in terms of its potential

34

BZE 2012, pg 24
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factor can be used to achieve this.”35
The evident reliability issue in the renewable
proposal can be seen by the proposal
to replace 760 MW of fossil generation
with 1,460 MW of renewable generation,
a concept commonly referred to as
“overbuild”. The low capacity factor (read
limited dispatchability) of one form of
generation necessitates the construction of
additional generation as back-up and the
oversizing of transmission lines (relative to
average power flow).
The reference renewable technology
solution suggests a blend of two intermittent
power sources to replace fossil baseload. This approach is sub-optimal and
brings reliability risks. Despite the reference
renewable solution including an unspecified
amount of energy storage, a series of
cloudy and still winter days in Pt Augusta
seems a perfectly conceivable scenario. In
such a situation the proposed renewable
replacement option would provide little
electricity whatsoever, leaving potential
supply problems for South Australia. The
2012 report Wind Contribution to Peak
Demand published by AEMO provides the
following assessment of the performance of
wind generation in peak demand periods in
South Australia:

35

Ibid, pg 24

“For example, based on the historic
performance of wind generation during
the top 10% of summer demand periods,
wind generation in South Australia can be
considered to contribute 8.3% of its installed
capacity 85% of the time.”36
It has been suggested that in the case of
the solar component “the configuration
(storage and turbine size) could be
optimised better and subjected to
intensive analysis of localised conditions.
For example, some of the plants could
be designed in a more base-load style
configuration (e.g. 75 MW nameplate
capacity, 75% capacity factor)”. Such a
redesign would without doubt alter the
overall project costs but such “intensive
analysis of localised conditions” is clearly an
essential step in determining whether this
solution is a feasible one.
We contend that any solution that presumes
to provide base-load supply must have
such reliability issues front of mind at all
times, and must deliver on the needs
of the South Australian population. The
implementation of the reference solution
would depend on either retaining existing
dispatchable generation or building new
dispatchable generation, such as opencycle gas turbines, to cover periods when

36

AEMO 2012, pg 6
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the renewable solution is unable to respond
to demand. This results in further over-build.
All generation sources need to provide a
commercial return on the electricity they
sell, whether they run 365 days per year
or one day per year. Such a scenario will
drive further power price rises and diminish
the affordability of electricity for Australian
households and businesses.

has been supported by comments in
the Australian Energy Market Operator’s
National Transmission Network Development
Plan and further supported, in principle, by
consultation undertaken for this report with
the South Australian transmission network
operator, Electranet.
We accept this general finding for the
purposes of this report, with a note of
caution. No sites have been proposed for
these largest-of-their-kind developments.
The surrounds of Pt Augusta include National
Parks and sensitive areas. It is not certain
that the ideal convergence of resource
availability, proximity to connection and
lack of planning restriction will be found,
and competition for such sites should be
anticipated.

Nuclear
Nuclear power is a high reliability, high
capacity factor, fully dispatchable power
supply. Globally, nuclear power is, and has
long been, the principle alternative to fossil
fuels in electricity supply systems, providing
12.3% of global electricity production in
201137. The proposed nuclear alternative
would provide full reliability of supply, with
the EC6 rated for a capacity factor of
greater than 90%38.

Furthermore we note the 2012 Annual
Planning Report from Electranet40 flags that
the future development of South Australia’s
considerable wind resource will become
dependent on enhancements to the
network:

3.12 REQUIREMENT FOR NETWORK
ENHANCEMENT
Renewable

“South Australia has a very high penetration
of wind generation, with about 1200 MW of
installed wind generation, which is already
delivering over 20% of the energy needs
of the State. However, there is significantly
more potential for wind generation

It has been assumed that major solar and
wind developments in the Pt Augusta area
will be able to connect to the existing
grid without major difficulty or cost39. This
37
38
39

Nuclear Energy Institute, Resources and Stats 2012
IAEA undated
BZE 2012
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development in South Australia. While some
of this potential can be accommodated
within the existing transmission network,
for this potential to be fully realised, higher
levels of energy consumption in South
Australia and/ or additional interconnector
capacity to facilitate the export of surplus
generation to the other NEM load centres
would be required. As wind is an intermittent
energy source which cannot be relied upon
to meet demand, demand growth will
require additional conventional generation
such as gas plants (open or combined
cycle) or increased interconnector
capacity.

Nuclear
A 690 MWe EC6 plant can be sited close
to existing transmission infrastructure and
sea water for cooling in exactly the same
way as the existing coal-fired generation.
There should be minimal new network
construction required to accommodate
connection at the local level.
However, connection is limited by the size
of the single EC6 unit. South Australia has a
modelled maximum allowable generation
loss in a single contingency event of 450
MWe under management of the existing
transmission system41. This figure is tied to
the relatively low levels of demand of the
41

Electranet 2012

South Australian grid with limited connection
to the rest of the NEM42. Connection of
a larger single generating unit in South
Australia would rely either on variation
of this constraint, increased demand in
South Australia, or improved connection
to the NEM. Conversely, in the absence
of changes to demand, interconnection,
or network management regulations, the
use of nuclear power in South Australia
may depend on the deployment of Small
Modular Reactors (see Appendix 2) that are
sized comfortably below this upper limit.

3.13 EXISTING GLOBAL AND
NATIONAL GENERATING
CAPACITY
As an indicator for understanding the
potential challenges of implementation
of each technology option, it is useful to
examine each proposed option in the
context of their current global and national
deployment.

Renewable
Solar
Concentrating solar thermal technology
is a relatively new entrant in electricity
generation. The nation with the highest level
of installed concentrating solar thermal
capacity is Spain with just over 1,600 MWe
42

As discussed in detail Electranet 2012
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installed peak capacity43.

proposal may represent a significant overreach for Australia as a next step in building
greater generating capacity from solar.
Far greater input from industry is required
to determine whether such a project is a
feasible step forward.

A full commitment to the reference
renewable technology solution would
propel Australia to the second highest
level of installed solar thermal capacity at
2012 levels. On an individual project level
this would be by far the largest solar CST
plant in the world. Spanish solar generating
capacity is made up of plants ranging up
to 100 MWe in size44. The largest solar power
plant in the world is the 354 MWe Solar
Energy Generating Systems (SEGS) in the
United States, a little over half the 760MWe
proposed in the reference renewable
solution with a capacity factor of just 21%45.

Wind
Wind generation is subject to rapid growth
globally. South Australia currently has the
largest penetration of wind generation in
the NEM and has greater than 50% of the
total national installed wind capacity with
1,203 MWe installed47. Wind energy supplied
approximately 3,000 GWh annually to SA in
2011, which equated to approximately 20%
of the state’s electricity consumption in that
year48.

In the national context, the current largest
solar power installation in Australia is a
10 MWe plant46 in Western Australia. The
760 MWe development of the reference
renewable solution would therefore be 76
times larger than Australia’s largest solar
facility, using an entirely different form of
solar technology.

The Enercon E-126 proposed in the
reference renewable solution is the largest
current commercial wind turbine in the
world in both size and nameplate output
at 135m and 7.58 MWe. There are currently
35 operating turbines (none in Australia),
10 under construction and 103 in varying
stages of planning and approval49. Total
installed global capacity is currently at
265.3 MWe, with a further 856.5 MWe under
construction or in approvals.

On this basis, we argue that achieving such
a sudden and very large up-scaling of solar
generation would pose very significant and
some potentially unforseen challenges. This
43
44
45
46

Wikipedia Solar Power in Spain
Ibid
Solaripedia Solar Energy Generating Systems, Mojave
Desert California
Greenough River Solar Farm

47
48
49

AEMO 2012a
AEMO 2011
Aerts (2012)
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The additional 700 MWe of wind generation
proposed in the renewable energy solution
represents a 58% increase in wind capacity
in South Australia. AEMO’s 2011 South
Australia Supply and Demand Outlook
cautions that “the significant growth of
wind generation over recent years, and
the variability of wind over a short period of
time, means that transmission network and
power system management is becoming
more challenging… while variability is
relatively small as a percentage of total
installed capacity, as installed capacity
increases, the magnitude of that variability
becomes more difficult to manage”. AEMO
does not state that South Australia should
cease adding additional wind generating
capacity. But their report does flag greater
challenges in adding additional capacity
than have been experienced to date.
We submit that the financing, planning,
installation and connection of a further 700
MWe of wind capacity in the Pt Augusta
area of South Australia is a major project
challenge. Far greater input will be required
from industry, government and network
operators to provide a more comprehensive
understanding of the feasibility of this
proposal.

Nuclear

generation (second to large hydro dams in
importance), from around 430 reactors in
31 nations, with total installed capacity of
over 370 GW50. Nuclear power generation
has been in use for over 50 years. It is a
mature electricity technology, though the
industry continues to evolve with ongoing
developments.
Sixty three reactors are currently under
construction worldwide, with generating
capacity of around 63 GW. While the events
of Fukushima have seen a retreat from
nuclear in some locations, overall global
growth has continued largely unabated51,
including the planned completion of new
nuclear build in Japan52.
From a global perspective, the construction
of one further reactor of 690 MWe capacity
would be notable, but also entirely within
the current growth trajectory of nuclear
power and would not pose technical
challenges.
At the national level, the picture is very
different. While nuclear power is used in
31 nations globally and in nearly every
OECD nation, in Australia nuclear power
generation is prohibited. In this regard it
50

Nuclear power provides approximately
39% of global non-carbon-based electricity

51
52

http://www.world-nuclear.org/info/reactors.html NB
Operable reactors in Japan and Germany are, at present,
idle
World Energy Council 2012
Business Recorder 2012
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is unique; no other industrial facility, be it
energy generating or otherwise, is expressly
forbidden from being considered for
approval under environmental legislation.
In order to safely deploy nuclear power in
Australia a long-term workforce training
and development strategy and policy
will need to be developed in the near
future. This is due to the long time-frames in
developing a nuclear industry and training
a competent workforce. Further analysis of
the deployment of nuclear power plants
in Australia should be undertaken as a
high priority if nuclear power is to provide
competitive low-emission base-load
electricity for Australia.
In order to deliver the necessary education
and training for a nuclear workforce,
Australia will need to ensure long-term
certainty for the education sector. This
would be achieved through bi-partisan
parliamentary support, the provision of
ongoing funding, and investment in facilities
and suitably qualified educators. Significant
financial resources are required to train
highly skilled nuclear workers, such as with
the establishment of nuclear chemistry
and fuel cycle university infrastructure and
facilities. Ensuring science and engineering
education receives sufficient investment
is crucial, as comprehensive nuclear
knowledge and skills underpin nuclear

safety. Whilst the highly skilled workforce
can be trained in four to eight years, other
nations such as the UAE are accelerating
this process through purchasing training and
expertise from the nuclear vendor (in that
case, South Korea53). In that example, the
first of six reactors will be operational within
eight years of the awarding of the contract
with three more reactors coming online in
the following three years54.
While it is critical to ensure a culture of
safety at the operational level, Australia
does posses a level of domestic nuclear skill
and expertise via ANSTO and ARPANSA. This
is a crucial foundation for a future nuclear
power industry.
Working with the nuclear industries in
North America, Europe and East Asia in a
coordinated fashion, will ensure mature
nuclear nations retain a sufficient skilled
nuclear workforce while facilitating
knowledge, educator and skill transfers
to Australia. Australia will benefit from
developing networks early, and ensuring
the necessary support workers, education
facilities and business supply chains are
operating effectively and safely in time for
the first nuclear builds.
53
54

Kepco
Emirates Nuclear Energy Corporation 2011
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4

CONCLUSION
CRUCIALLY, THE NUCLEAR POWER SOLUTION
PROVIDES A GENUINE BASE-LOAD POWER
REPLACEMENT OPTION WITH HIGH RELIABILITY
REFLECTED IN THE VERY HIGH CAPACITY
FACTOR.

This report demonstrates that in comparison
to the reference renewable electricity
generation option, for a substantially lower
capital cost ($3.5 billion – $4.8 billion) a
nuclear technology option that deploys a
single EC6 would be able to reliably provide
up to 5,400GWh of electricity per annum at
90% capacity (nearly 1,000 GWh more than
the wind and solar option), reduce emissions
by around 5.36 MtCO2-e per annum at 85%
capacity (compared to 5 MtCO2-e for the
renewable solution), and create up to 520
onsite, offsite and contractor operational
jobs and 1,600 construction jobs.
Levelised cost of electricity (LCOE)
comparison of nuclear power over its life
demonstrates it is a competitive option
($101-$138/MWh) for zero-carbon base-load
electricity, and far superior to the reference

renewable option. The nuclear option also
provides a much greater lifespan of 60
years, compared to an assumed 25 years
for the renewable option. As a long term,
future-proofing investment for the State
of South Australia, nuclear power would
appear to be an advantageous option.
South Australia would also lead in the
development of an experienced nuclear
workforce.
Crucially, the nuclear power solution
provides a genuine base-load power
replacement option with high reliability
reflected in the very high capacity factor.
By contrast the reference renewable option
is vulnerable to the climate-dependent
and intermittent nature of both solar and
wind. While the reference renewable
option ostensibly delivers against the
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targeted electricity generation to “replace”
Northern and Playford power stations
on an annual basis, the deployment of
this option would in fact reduce, quite
significantly, the available levels of fully
dispatchable electricity compared to
existing arrangements. It is foreseeable
that extended periods may occur when
this “base-load” replacement is only able
to provide minimal electricity. At a cost of
over $8 billion, that outcome is likely to be
unsatisfactory to many South Australians.

welfare outcomes will be required in any
widespread transition to zero-carbon
generation. This outcome should surprise no
one.
The reference renewable option provides a
clear advantage in that it generates virtually
no operational waste, and enjoys a high
level of current popular support and thus
political currency. A commercial nuclear
power plant by comparison produces highlevel nuclear waste in the form of spent fuel,
and remains a contentious issue of public
debate. In reality the quantities of waste in
question are very small, being contained
within purpose built facilities at the plant site
itself for the life of the plant. The potential
for deployment of fast reactors in coming
decades provides an excellent disposal
pathway in which this waste can become
new fuel for zero-carbon energy. However,
despite a well managed uranium industry
in Australia nuclear waste remains an issue
of significant concern to Australians. While
we contend that the popularly perceived
hazard of spent nuclear fuel poorly reflects
the reality, there is no denying that the lack
of general public education on this issue
poses a major barrier to the deployment of
nuclear power technology in Australia.

A nuclear power solution also provides
compelling advantages in the criteria
of land use, material consumption, and
local water security. Arguably, these
criteria should not serve to make-or-break
a major investment in base-load energy.
However, their consideration does provide
a more rounded view of the impacts and
implications of the different technology
options. The viability of both options would
be improved by enhancing the existing
connection of the South Australian grid
to the NEM. This would provide scope
for connection of larger single units of
generation (as in the nuclear reference
case) or connection of larger amounts of
intermittent renewable power, especially
wind (as potentially in the renewable
reference case). It would appear that the
need for some degree of Government
planning to increase net economic

In light of the economic competitiveness
of nuclear technology further steps should
be taken to include nuclear technology
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in the low-emission electricity generation
mix considered by policymakers. This
will call for education and training for a
nuclear workforce, long-term certainty for
the education sector including provision
of ongoing funding and investment in
facilities and suitably qualified educators.
Partnerships with the business community
should also be sought with the potential to
secure support in developing educational
facilities and the provision of educational
grants. Australia will benefit from
international engagement to facilitate
technology, knowledge, educator and skill
transfers.
Due to the long time-frames in developing
a nuclear industry and training a
competent workforce, further analysis of
the deployment of nuclear power plants in
Australia should be undertaken as a high
priority. Contrary to the position as stated in
the Draft Energy White Paper, commencing
this process should not be contingent on the
proven failure of other renewable solutions
to deliver alone against a task to which they
are inherently ill-suited. The consequences
will be serious delays in restructuring
Australian electricity for a carbonconstrained world and failure to achieve
the deep and rapid emission reductions that
are required.

A major effort is also required to foster
greater understanding of modern nuclear
power, particularly in relation to operational
safety and the management of spent
nuclear fuel. As this report demonstrates,
no energy option is perfect; all bring their
advantages and disadvantages. We
contend that in the Australian setting the
advantages of nuclear technology have
been deeply unappreciated, and the
disadvantages dramatically overstated, for
far too long. This must change.
The Australian debate would also
benefit from an effort to foster broader
understanding of some of the basic
concepts and quantities that are crucial to
decision making in electricity generation.
Some understanding of concepts like
base-load, capacity factor, intermittency,
reliability, dispatchability, energy density,
transmission requirements, and levelised
cost of electricity is vital.
For Australia, looking to the energy future
without nuclear technology alongside
renewables may prove only to reinforce
a fossil fuel-dominated status quo. An
optimal and above all rapid pathway to
full decarbonisation must actively consider
nuclear technology as a replacement for
Australia’s aging carbon-intensive energy
sector.
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APPENDIX 1
LCOE ANALYSIS
This report provides preliminary LCOE
analysis of deploying an EC6 nuclear power
plant compared to wind and solar tower
renewable technologies under similar
environmental, economic and financial
conditions outlined in the BZE report.
For consistency the global assumptions,
including 8.1% real post-tax weighted
average cost of capital (WACC), lowinterest-rate loan scenarios and 30 year
discount periods, considered in the RPA
Report have been applied to this report.
The EC6 nuclear power plant assumptions
are derived from estimates provided by
Candu, the Electric Power Research Institute
(EPRI), 2010, Australian Electricity Generation
Technology Costs – Reference Case 2010
prepared for Department of Resources
Energy and Tourism report, and the ACIL
Tasman, 2009, Fuel resource, new entry and
generation costs in the NEM report.
The overnight capital cost range is derived
from Candu, EPRI and ACIL Tasman’s
estimates of project capital costs for the
period between 2010 and 2030. The

estimates of project capital costs reflect
long-run equilibrium levels. The capital cost
estimates include engineering, procurement
and construction (EPC), planning and
approval, professional services, land
acquisition, infrastructure costs (incl. water),
spares and workshop etc, connection to
the electricity network, fuel connection,
handling and storage. Overnight capital
costs are expressed in A$/kW and exclude
interest during construction (IDC).
The total nuclear operating and
maintenance (O&M) costs are derived
from EPRI and ACIL Tasman’s Variable O&M
(VOM) and Fixed O&M (FOM) and fuel
categories. FOM include costs which are
fixed and do not vary with station output,
such as major periodic maintenance,
wages and overheads. VOM include
additional operating and maintenance
costs for an increment of electrical output.
VOM costs depend on a number of
factors, including the size of the increment
in generation and wear and tear on the
generation units is accrued between
scheduled maintenance.
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PRELIMINARY LCOE ASSUMPTIONS AND ESTIMATES
CAPACITY

LCOE (LOW)

LCOE (HIGH)

$250/MWh@8.1%*

$300/MWh@8.1%*

FACTOR
Solar

40%*

tower

($170/MWh under low cost of
capital scenario)*

Wind

30%*

$90/MWh@8.1%*

$110/MWh@8.1%*

Nuclear

85%***

$101/MWh@8.1%e

$138/MWh@8.1%e

($82/MWh@8.1%e with 5% loan)

($110/MWh@8.1%e with 5% loan)

(EC6)

Construction

Operation jobs

jobs

Network

Availability Book

enhancement

Lifespan
204

n/a

204

n/a

30

2% of cost

Solar

1,318

240 + (225

US$4-5.8/

tower

(combined)1

manufacturing)1

MWh6

1201

US$3.5/MWh6

520

US$1/MWh

Wind
Nuclear

1600

9

Decommissioning

6

90%

3

4

GEN III/

of electricity

III+

produced5

Note the following RPA and MEI LCOE estimates for wind and solar tower are based on post-tax real
WACC, EC6 estimates are derived from Candu, EPRI and ACIL Tasman assumptions, while some of the
international comparisons are based on pre-tax real or nominal WACC.
Sources: Beyond Zero Emissions, 2012, Repowering Port Augusta: A blueprint to replace Northern and
Playford B coal power stations with renewable energy.(1) International Energy Agency (IEA) and OECD
Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA), 2010, Projected Costs of Generating Electricity 2010 Edition. (2) ACIL
Tasman, 2009, Fuel resource, new entry and generation costs in the NEM. (3)Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI), 2010, Australian Electricity Generation Technology Costs – Reference Case 2010
prepared for Department of Resources Energy and Tourism. (4) J.H. Gittus, 2006, Introducing Nuclear
Power to Australia: An Economic Comparison. ( 5) U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), 2010,
Annual Energy Outlook 2011. (6). Melbourne Energy Institute, 2011, Renewable Energy Technology Cost
Review 2011. (7). Estimate derived from Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory and
Bechtel Power Corp. (2004), U.S. Job Creation Due to Nuclear Power Resurgence in the United States
Volumes 1 and 2, Prepared for the U.S. Department of Energy Office of Nuclear Energy, Science, and
Technology, and Nuclear Energy Institute, October 2009, The Economic Benefits of New Nuclear Power
Plant Development (8) Dominion & Bechtel, 2004, Volume 1 Study of Construction Technologies and
Schedules, O&M Staffing and Cost, Decommissioning Costs and Funding Requirements for Advanced
Reactor Designs , prepared for United States Department of Energy.( 9) Estimates (e).
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NPP ASSUMPTIONS - EC6
REAL POST-TAX (WITH

REAL POST-TAX

NOMINAL PRE-TAX

8.10%

8.10%

11.10%

Company tax rate

30%

30%

0%

FINANCIAL SUPPORT*)
WACC
Inflation

0%

0%

2.50%

Loan rate

5%

8%

10%

LCOE $/MWh Low

82

101

137

138

187

LCOE $/MWh High

110

Capital cost $b Low

$3.5

$3.5

$3.5

Capital cost $b High

$4.8

$4.8

$4.8

690

690

690

5,439,960

5,439,960

5,439,960

5,137,740

5,137,740

5,137,740

90%

90%

90%

85%

85%

85%

5000-7000

5000-7000

5000-7000

Total O&M ($m-yr) Low

137.9

137.9

137.9

Total O&M ($m-yr) High

142.4

142.4

142.4

Net generation capacity
(MWe)
MWhe per annum Low cost
scenario
MWhe per annum High cost
scenario
Capacity factor Low cost
scenario
Capacity factor High cost
scenario
Capital costs $/Kw capacity

Note: Based on CANDU and ACIL Tasman 2009 assumptions. All capital and O&M costs are expressed in
June 2009 AUD. Includes fuel, decommissioning cost, waste management and insurance. Book life is 30
years. *Financial support based on 5% (real) loans.
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INTERNATIONAL LCOE ESTIMATES NUCLEAR GEN III/III+

Australia

OVERNIGHT

OVERNIGHT

CAPITAL COSTS

CAPITAL COSTS

(LOW)

(HIGH)

$4,263-$5,207 /
kW(*3)

US
International IEA/
NEA (*2)

$5,742/kW(*4)

US$4,113/kW(*10)

US$5,433/kW(*10)

US$1,556/kW

US$5,863/kW

LCOE (LOW)

LCOE (HIGH)

$101.4/

$173/

MWh@9.5%(*3)

MWh@11.1%(*4)

US$109.7/

US$121.4/

MWh@7.4%(*6)

MWh@7.4%(*6)

US$58.5/MWh@5%

US$98.8/MWh@10%

Note: Depending on the study estimated low and high overnight capital costs may not directly relate to
low and high LCOE. International estimates are reported in US dollars (US$).
Sources: International Energy Agency (IEA) and OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA), 2010, Projected
Costs of Generating Electricity 2010 Edition. (2**) ACIL Tasman, 2009, Fuel resource, new entry and
generation costs in the NEM. (3***) Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), 2010, Australian Electricity
Generation Technology Costs – Reference Case 2010 prepared for Department of Resources Energy
and Tourism. (4****) J.H. Gittus, 2006, Introducing Nuclear Power to Australia: An Economic Comparison.
(5*****) U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), 2010, Annual Energy Outlook 2011. (6******).
Melbourne Energy Institute , 2011, Renewable Energy Technology Cost Review 2011. (7*******).
Estimate derived from Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory and Bechtel Power
Corp. (2004), U.S. Job Creation Due to Nuclear Power Resurgence in the United States Volumes 1 and
2, Prepared for the U.S. Department of Energy Office of Nuclear Energy, Science, and Technology,
and Nuclear Energy Institute, October 2009, The Economic Benefits of New Nuclear Power Plant
Development (8********) Dominion & Bechtel, 2004, Volume 1 Study of Construction Technologies and
Schedules, O&M Staffing and Cost, Decommissioning Costs and Funding Requirements for Advanced
Reactor Designs , prepared for United States Department of Energy.(9*********). U.S. Energy Information
Administration (EIA), 2011, Assumptions to the Annual Energy Outlook 2011 (*10).
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF SIMPLIFIED LEVELISED COST OF ELECTRICITY (SLCOE)
Levelised electricity generation costs
(or LCOE) are sensitive to the economic
and technical assumptions adopted in
the calculations. The sensitivity of the
simplified sLCOE (LCOE without finance
costs) to discount rate is shown by the results
presented in the first sensitivity chart, with

the low and high range dependant on the
overnight capital costs (with 85% and 90%
capacity factors). The sensitivity to overnight
capital costs is shown in the second
sensitivity chart, with the low and high range
dependant on the settled down load factor
(85% and 90% capacity factors).
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GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
The potential greenhouse gas (GHG)
emission reductions of a nuclear power
plant replacing gas or coal power plant
output are based on the following range of
emissions per kWh of electricity produced.

Fully deployed (for example, exported
to displace emissions-intensive brown
coal generation in Victoria) 5,100 GWh
of electricity could reduce emissions by
around 5.36 MtCO2e per annum.

Source: Derived from estimates in J.H. Gittus (2006), Introducing Nuclear Power to Australia: An
Economic Comparison.

JOB CREATION
is provided in the Brown and Pang report,
Australia’s Nuclear Power Workforce 2020 to
20502.

The nuclear technology option is estimated
create up to 520 onsite, offsite and
contractor ongoing operational jobs based
on the workforce requirements for the
ACR700 operational plant staff (including
onsite, offsite and contractors). The IAEA
estimated average construction workforce
for a single unit is estimated to average
around 1,6001. Further detail in relation to
Australia’s nuclear workforce requirements
1

Estimate derived from Idaho National Engineering
and Environmental Laboratory and Bechtel Power
Corp. (2004), U.S. Job Creation Due to Nuclear Power
Resurgence in the United States Volumes 1 and 2,
Prepared for the U.S. Department of Energy Office of
Nuclear Energy, Science, and Technology, and Nuclear
Energy Institute, October 2009, The Economic Benefits of
New Nuclear Power Plant Development, and Dominion
& Bechtel, 2004, Volume 1 Study of Construction
Technologies and Schedules, O&M Staffingand Cost,
Decommissioning Costs and Funding Requirements for
Advanced Reactor Designs , prepared for United States
Department of Energy, and International Atomic Energy
Agency (2011) Workforce Planning for New Nuclear
Power Programmes.

2

Brown and Pang (2012), Australia’s Nuclear Power
Workforce 2020 to 2050: A Preliminary Scenario Based
Analysis of Australia’s Nuclear Power Workforce
Requirement Scenarios 2020 to 2050, Journal of Nuclear
Research and Development, Institute for Nuclear
Research Pitesti.
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APPENDIX 2
THE SMALL MODULAR REACTOR
Today’s global civilian nuclear power plant
fleet is largely made up of reactors above
600 MWe (like the proposed EC6 profiled in
this report), ranging up to the new French
EPR coming at 1,650 MWe. For context, the
entire baseload generation capacity for
South Australia is around 3,000 MWe.
But a different nuclear product is now
appearing: the small modular reactor
(SMR). These units range up from as little as
25 MWe to around 180 MWe per module.
This presents a compact, energy dense
and zero carbon generating option for
new power needs and incremental fossil
replacement. Their commercialisation will
dramatically increase the flexibility and
relevance of nuclear power in a range of
settings1.
SMR technology provides the major
advantage of enabling the replacement of,
for example, 1,000 MWe of baseload to be
spread over a series of discrete investments,
with returns beginning to flow much more
quickly. Instead of purchasing 600-1000
MWe all at once, SMR gives the option of
buying 200 MWe (or less) at a time, and
working up from there. This may overcome
the hurdle of very high total up-front
1

For an excellent more detailed summary, we recommend
Cunningham (2012), Small Modular Reactors: A Possible
Path Forward for Nuclear Power

capital requirements for new, large energy
investments, as well as giving nuclear power
a role in smaller grids that are less able
to accommodate large single sources of
generation (see table below for estimates
on capital costs).
An example of SMR technology is the
Babcock and Wilcox mPower reactor.
Each unit is 180 MWe, which makes it
suitable for modest growth in overall load,
or progressive, staged replacement of
fossil fuel base-load. Anything up to 10 of
these modules can be built in series to form
a much larger plant. The mPower reactor
is designed to be housed and contained
underground providing both a safety
benefit and a visual selling point. It will only
require refueling once every four years,
and the design provides provision for onsite storage of spent fuel for 20 years. The
module has a service life of 60 years.
New SMR designs are applying the most upto-date passive safety systems, meaning the
safety of the reactors are in no way tied to
external power sources. The units themselves
will be standardised designs, factory
made and delivered by ship or rail to the
installation site, which will provide good cost
control. They are streamlined designs, with
both the reactor and the steam generators
held within one compact containment. This
again makes them very safe.
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This is emergent technology and not
currently commercially available. The
United States Department of Energy has
committed $400 million and a federal site
at Savannah River National Laboratory to
support the design, licensing, commercial

demonstration and manufacturing of
SMRs. Given Australia’s lagging position in
preparedness for nuclear generation, SMRs
may well be hitting the market as Australia is
ready for its first nuclear power generator.

SMALL MODULAR REACTOR CAPITAL COSTS
AETA*
Published estimates
Estimated per 100MWe

EPI**

A$4,778 per kw (NOAK

US$2,493m per 600MWe

net)

(NOAK)

A$478m per 100MWe

US$415 per 100MWe

ASP***
US$250m per 100MWe
US$250m per 100MWe

Sources: Bureau of Transport and Energy Economics (2012), Australian Energy Technology Assessment
(AETA), Commonwealth of Australia.* Energy Policy Institute at Chicago (EPI) (2011) , Small Modular
Reactors – Key to Future Nuclear Power Generation in the U.S. ** American Security Project (ASP) (2012) ,
Small Modular Reactors: A Possible Path Forward for Nuclear Power***
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APPENDIX 3
THE INTEGRAL FAST REACTOR
The IFR was developed out of Argonne
National Laboratories in Idaho. The
technology was perfected between
1984 and 1994 as a successor to the
Experimental Breeder Reactor II. Over the
full development period the reactor ran
successfully for 30 years. It can provide zerocarbon electricity by consuming existing
stockpiles of nuclear waste as brand new
fuel.
Spent fuel from current commercial reactors
is about 93% uranium, 2% plutonium and
other minor actinides, and 5% fission
products (the true waste). The uranium
is almost entirely the more plentiful and
heavier isotope U-238 which, unlike the
rarer U-235, is mostly left unused in today’s
commercial reactors. When U-235 is
separated during the fuel enrichment
process, this is cast aside as another type of
waste, called depleted uranium.
The IFR can take both types of waste and
turn it into brand new fuel. The fuel then
cycles from power production, through
reprocessing, to more power production.
It never leaves the site until only fission
products remain. All of the uranium and
plutonium is converted into energy. That
increases the energy density of uranium
about 150 times.

On that basis, in spent fuel and depleted
uranium there is an existing stockpile of fuel
sufficient to power a fully developed planet
for over 500 years. In the process, existing
waste (now fuel) stockpiles start reducing
over time.
The coolant in the process is robustly
contained liquid metal, sodium. It runs at
atmospheric pressure, boils at an extremely
high temperature, and does not generate
hydrogen. All these qualities make it safer
than water as a coolant. The sodium
coolant also has a thermal conductivity
far in excess of water. In the event of an
emergency shutdown, all residual decay
heat is removed completely passively, with
no external power required. It is as good as
meltdown-proof.
Emergency shutdown will also occur without
any operator intervention. The fuel is not
a ceramic (metal oxide) like in today’s
reactors, it’s a metal alloy. In the event of
excess heat from an unexpected power
build-up, the metal fuel expands. This
causes neutron leakage that renders the
chain reaction unsustainable, and once it
powers down due to the laws of physics the
sodium coolant passively takes it from there.
This was tested at Argonne by initiating
the processes of the Three Mile Island and
Chernobyl accidents. Just as predicted, the
reactor quietly shut down.
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The Experimental Breeder Reactor II at Argonne National
Laboratories, Idaho. The EBR II was the prototype for the IFR.
The reactor ran continuously from 1964-1994.

In addition, the sodium that is exposed to
the radioactive fuel is isolated from the
heat exchange water by double-walled
secondary circuit. It’s simple, robust, and
safe.

Module (PRISM) in the UK right now. The
proposal is to build the plant free of charge,
then charge per unit of energy sold, and
per unit of downgraded plutonium. This
attests to the commercial readiness of this
technology, and the reality of a permanent
and incredibly beneficial solution to the
challenge of managing spent nuclear fuel.

At the time of writing, GE-Hitachi, is
proposing to build a commercial-scale
twin (311 MWe reactor) version of the IFR
called the Power Reactor Innovative Small
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